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50,000
Total impressions served

ABOUT

Los Bagels is a multicultural, community-oriented small business that focuses 
on the common thread that brings people of different cultures and 
backgrounds together: food. The cafés blend Jewish and Mexican tastes and 
traditions, highlighting many different holidays, l ike Día de los Muertos, 
Hanukkah, Passover and Mexican Independence Day, at their two locations in 
Arcata and Eureka, California.

CHALLENGE

The team behind Los Bagels wanted to elevate the locally based brand and 
build awareness beyond just its main communities. The company previously 
used social and native-based advertising; however, these efforts only 
scratched the surface of reaching potential customers. To do so, the company 
decided to cast a wider net over the geographic area to reach consumers on 
previously unexplored inventory and digital placements.

125
Total clicks generated

0.25%
Total click-through rate

STRATEGY

The campaign strategy was to target a broad consumer based in four 
localized ZIP codes. The interest and demographic-based targeting was 
purposely left broad to reach more individuals — and we eventually 
expanded those interest-based targeting to open delivery even further.

• Digital display campaign
• Interest targeting
• Location targeting

RESULTS

Marketron’s digital solutions allowed Los Bagels to access an otherwise 
restricted marketing avenue through programmatic display — and at a low 
cost, removing the barriers to entry. Through this campaign, the business was 
able to reach the full  spectrum of new and current customers in its local area 
to build brand awareness.

Adding in the additional interest-based targeting relieved pacing concerns 
and helped the campaign inevitably deliver in full  while also maintaining the 
original objectives of broadening brand awareness.

OBJECTIVE
Build brand awareness
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Making a Big Customer Splash for a Small Restaurant


